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4 MAIN FEATURES OF YEST

With the deployment of agile development approaches, test practices are evolving towards greater collaboration, 
speed and automation. This transformation towards agility at scale necessarily calls for new tools to drive agile 
testing.

YEST is one of these tools: It helps QA teams cut through the ever growing complexity of enterprise information 
systems and place them at the heart of agile collaboration organized around Jira. It accelerates the entire test 
production chain, from input analysis to automatic execution.

VISUAL TEST DESIGN

With YEST, testers graphically transcribe the business logic of 
functional inputs with visual application workflows. Thus, the 
challenge set by the perimeter to be tested is clearly defined 
in a graphical way.This results in better sharing with other 
team members and in easily identifying the most relevant 
test scenarios.

EFFICIENT TEST IMPLEMENATION AND 
MAINTENANCE: LIKE AN IDE  
DEDICATED TO TESTERS

YEST also provides testers with a set of refactoring functions 
and wizzards that make it the «Testers’ IDE»: Automatic test 
generation, coverage dashboard, automatic impact analysis, 
propagation of changes... all these services accelerate the 
implementation and maintenance of manual test scenarios 
and automated scripts. YEST seamlessly integrates into your 
test tool chain to automatically publish the tests into your 
repository and manage their lifecycle.

AUTOMATION SCRIPTS PRODUCTION

YEST is the driving force behind cost-effective and sustainable 
automated test production. With YEST, test automation is part 
of the project, not a side-line activity: YEST provides a colla-
borative space for functional testers and automation testers 
to implement scripts based on parameterized keywords. YEST 
also features a powerful mechanism for defining datasets: by 
distinguishing between design data carrying business logic and 
implementation data; by offering several choices of dataset 
variabilization to modulate test intensity.

A COLLABORATION ENGINE FOR ATDD 
PRACTICES IN JIRA

With the YEST for Jira app, YEST visual workflows are available 
to the agile team in Jira and support collaboration (discussion 
and formulation) around the requirements refinement. The 
controlled synchronization between the YEST for Jira app and 
YEST on the tester’s workstation ensures continuous, seamless 
collaboration between business representatives (Product Owner 
and/or business analyst) and the test team.
Finally, the graphical workflows become the backbone of a 
living product documentation. 

WHY YEST?

VERY EASY TO USE
Learn how to use Yest 

 just under 2 hours

PRODUCTIVE
2-digit productivity gains  

over the entire testing process

GRAPHICAL
Test design based  

on visual representation  
of application workflows

AGILE
Collaboration in Jira and  
sustainable automation

FLOWING
Seamless integration  
into YOUR tool chain

QUALITATIVE
The most relevant tests  

for an optimized coverage 



YEST ® your path to success...
EFFICIENCY, AUTOMATION, AGILITY: 

1 Productivity gains of 20% over the entire test process

Adopting a tool to support test design and implementation 
activities is a wise choice when you want to improve the efficiency 
of your testing practices. These steps in the testing process 
represent nearly one-third of the overall effort of QA teams 
and have a crucial influence on the quality of their deliverables.

YEST is the «tester’s IDE»: it brings your QA teams the per-
formance of refactoring functions and automatic generation 
as well as the visual power of graphical representations to 
improve efficiency.

YEST integrates with your test management tool (ALM, Xray, 
Zephyr, etc.) and your test automation tool (UFT, Selenium, 
Cucumber, Ranorex, etc.) and complements them.

EFFICIENCY IN EVERY WAY

+ 20 to 30% productivity gains in the design phases 

+ Improved responsiveness to functional changes  
 with 40-50% productivity gains during 
 test maintenance

+ Better alignment with the business: Upto 50%  
 lesser understanding errors

+ Better control over test coverage and traceability 

2 Broader test automation

With the adoption of agile and DevOps approaches, test auto-
mation becomes an imperative. YEST brings you end-to-end 
control over the automation process, from design to execution 
and maintenance. By making automation the business of the 
entire test team, YEST ensures the success of your automation 
projects while optimizing your automation efforts..

+  Collaboration between test designer and automation 
engineer; to judiciously define the automation keywords;  
to prevent test automation engineers from re-doing the test 
designers’ work.

+ Native implementation of keyword-based automation  
 good practices.

+  Test automation-friendly structure of YEST-designed test 
cases (distinction between business flow, data, technical 
logic expressed in keywords).

+ Script publication for most of the tools available in the  
 market.

+  Easy maintenance of test scripts with nil or minimal inter-
vention by test automation engineer.

+  Data set definition and automatic variabilization of imple-
mentation data to enable various test intensity levels.

YEST displays the complete test script in tabular mode, including 
initialization, finalization and parameters, before publication 
into the automation environment.



«Succeed in agile transformation
of your testing practices with YEST Enterprise»

3 YEST for Jira, collaboration of the entire agile team over test activities

Close collaboration and ultra-efficient communication are 
key success factors for project teams working in agile mode. 
The ATDD and BDD approaches focus strongly on these 
collaborative challenges within the «3 (or 4) amigos» group. 

YEST Enterprise is the combination of YEST and the YEST 
for Jira application for an effective, tool-based collaboration 
that extends beyond the test team.

The 3 amigos are able to use the power and expressiveness 
of the graphical representations of the application workflows 
in Jira to refine the requirements, specify by example, and 
produce acceptance test scenario at the User Story level as 
well as at the level of the overall functionality (Epic or Feature); 
the Product Owner and/or the Business Representative are 
able to establish continuous, seamless communication with 
the testers and thus monitor, contribute to, and influence the 
test design. Finally, it is an efficient solution for capitalizing 
on knowledge and producing living documentation of the 
application under test.

YEST ENTERPRISE’S CONTRIBUTION  
TO YOUR AGILE PROJECT

+ Develop and promote visual ATDD practices -   
 Acceptance Test-Driven Development - to achieve  
 your agile transformation

+ Leverage Jira and visual representations for the   
 collaborative development of acceptance test   
 scenarios by the Amigos.

+ Facilitate collaboration between Product Owner/   
 Business Analysts and Testers, each from his   
 favorite work environment (Jira and Yest)

+ Ensure test production at all required levels: User   
 Story, Features, Epics

+ Accelerate the production and update of automated 
tests and their integration into the DevOps chain

+ Capitalize on visual application workflows as living  
 product documentation.

YEST Enterprise, with the YEST for Jira application, is integrated with numerous management and test automation tools:
+ Xray, Zephyr, MF ALM, SquashTM, Octane, TestComplete, Testlink...
+ Selenium, Cucumber Studio, Ranorex, RobotFramework, UFT, Watin... 

From YEST for Jira, the PO and/or the business representative can define the functional scope to be tested during the sprint 
via visual representations of the business workflows, which are synchronized in the test team’s YEST environment to serve 
as the basis for test design and test automation.

How does it work?

Collaborative design and test automation with YEST Enterprise

REQUIREMENTS YEST WORKFLOWS

AUTOMATED TESTS TEST DESIGN

Adopt YEST Enterprise to support your collaborative  
agile test automation practices.

Automation Specialist Tester

BA / Product Owner 3 amigos Workshop



Features of YEST 
®

Easy-to-use graphical editor for visual test design and coverage control

+ User-friendly graphical editor for the development  
of the application workflows and sub-workflows

+ Coverage monitoring vis-a-vis various criteria  
(requirements, User Stories, risks, priorities, etc.)

+ Graphical display of the coverage 

+ Controlled refactoring of changes

+ Decision table editor to express business rules

Quick production of test scenarios

+ Automatic or assisted test generation

+ Real-time automatic consistency check between test scenarios  
 and the application workflow

+ Refactoring functions

+ «Suggestion» function to automatically complete a manually- 
 initiated test scenario

+ Editing of auto-generated test scenarios (for fine-tuning purpose)

+ Automatic impact analysis

Project management and integration in the tool chain
+ Management of the various YEST artefacts with a Windows-like file explorer 

+ Display of project version differences 

+ Copy-paste functions for all YEST artefacts (including graphical workflows and sub-workflows) 

+ Version management under SVN or Git 

+ Automatic publication and management of the test lifecycle in the chosen repository (MF-ALM, etc.)

Test data sets preparation

+ Identification of test datasets based on logical data  
 (carrying the business meaning) 

+ Automatic selection of valid data combinations

+ Adjustment of test intensity (data variabilization)   
 by a simple click

Connector
Start point

Task
Call to a sub-worflow 

Choice point
End point

Group
Comment

Automatic  

generation  

of test data  

combinations 

Design data Implementation data


